OPERATION STEPS

1. Place a record on the TURNTABLE PLATTER and select the desired speed (33 1/3, 45, 78) by sliding the SPEED SELECTION SWITCH according to the record. Turn the FUNCTION KNOB to the PHONO setting. Turn unit ON. NOTE: When playing a 45 RPM record, use the included 45 RPM ADAPTOR located in the holder near the tone arm.

2. Open the TONE ARM CLIP to release the TONE ARM. Push the LIFT LEVER backwards to raise the arm. Gently move the tone arm to the desired position over the record. The turntable will begin to spin when the arm is moved toward the record. Push the lift lever forward to lower the arm slowly onto the desired position on the record to begin playing.

   NOTE: If Auto Stop is turned OFF the TURNTABLE PLATTER will spin as soon as the unit is set to PHONO mode.

3. If the AUTO/MANUAL STOP SELECTION SWITCH is turned ON, the record will stop automatically when finished. If this switch is turned OFF, the record will NOT stop automatically when finished.